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About This Game

Become a spelling ace or just beat the highest score in this arcade spelling contest. The game will challenge you with maximum
of 100 words from its dictionary and your goal is to figure them all within 120 seconds. Once you beat the round you will earn

the time bonus and get a new challenge. How far can you go?

You can compete with other players via Steam Leaderboards system.
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Title: Ace Of Words
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
ZeroBit Games
Publisher:
Ocean Media LLC
Release Date: 13 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 1.5 GHz

Memory: 1 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB VRAM

Storage: 80 MB available space

Sound Card: Direct Sound compatible
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Disturbing, Unfinished and confusing as ♥♥♥♥, it holds a bad funny on my list with certain jump scares. Recomended for
people who dont have the stanley parable. 3.5/10. Game mechanics work well, but I'm not sure if its not optimized, when battles
start I notice a big frame drop with stuttering... i am running a gtx980ti so it shouldnt have that problem. other than that the
mechanics are pretty good... Just needs alot more content than just fighting three robots over and over again.. Bland, but not
offensive. Does nothing wrong but also nothing new.

Artwork is a big plus, soundtrack sadly sounds like it was recorded with a pre-amp of at least 8db at times, but otherwise fits the
bill nicely.

Map design and upgrade paths are personally lacking, but most of that is personal preference.

Overall it's a yae from me.. In my opinion, Subsiege is an overall great game despite being in Early Access and I do not regret
buying it. The game promises to be intense and have a fierce competition and I can confirm that. Especially with the oxygen that
is running out constantly you are forced to fight against enemys, so it leads to a fast paced game.

Furthermore, I like the environment and the special effects that comes with every skill you activate. The game is really good
looking.

It is necessary that you pick a balanced tactic to keep an eye on your oxygen, resources and units. But for beginners it could be
difficult because there is no guide ingame that explains common tactics which a beginner can start using.
You have to learn through practice and sadly, there a hardly opportunities to find players.

Unfortunately there a no ingame events or a tournament, so it seems that not many players are online.
However it is still in Early Access and more will come hopefully!. I thought this game was going to be more fun. The levels all
look the same; no creativity in themes or bosses, same boss every time.

Some years ago I saw a better brick-hitting game similar to this one on Amazon and it looked way more fun with lots of power-
ups and better scenarios, and this was almost 10 years ago.

I recommend you play it with your mouse. I tried playing it using a controller and it didn't work well on my PC. The mouse
responded well enough.

It is also a little difficult with only two-balls per scenario and you have to finish a stage that consists of at least four scenarios
and if you lose you're back to the first scenario of the whole stage.

Overrated and expensive, especially expensive. I whish I would've played this in the first 30 days to get my money back; it's not
enjoyable for me and this makes it even more boring than already is.

I do play it, but I quickly leave it.

Overall, save your money for something else; I've seen SNES games of the same genre that are more creative and fun.. I have
high hopes for Overload but right now is seems like the controllers I want to use; mouse or HOTAS, are just a mess. Everything
is overly sensitive, inverting the Y axis for the mouse does not appear to be working, there are no sliders to adjust controllers
only some preselected 'steps' that go from Normal (too sensitive to begin with) to very, very sensitive (I am afraid to check those
out). After a while I just gave up as it wasn't worth the effort to fight my flight hardware. If this problem can be fixed then
Overload will be worth another look but until then I will get my Descent fix in Subzero.. This was part of my Astronomic
Bundle marathon.

Really risky gamble at it! I loved the game despite numerous flaws that I best start upon,

- ENTER is used to open doors and pull switches on and while caught by the action we would asume something might jump on
us while having one or the other hand midway of their usual position.
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- Sadly it crashed at almost each 4 levels. Fortunately, saving a lot is helpful there.

- Reloading a game is a bit long and sometimes at scene changes we get damage and we always return with the lead pipe as
weapon. Nothing to really hate the gameplay, but it kinda not reassure us about the stability of the game.

- The voice acting got a bit chopped in the cutscene and I'm happy it rolled in chopped slow-motion to read what was stuttered
before about 4 sentences later. It however didn't happened systematially but froze my game about twice!

- I got cornered by mobs from behind that hinderd my character to move or shoot!

- Some of the ennemies just looks like your ally... (Maybe it is a plot twist)

The goods,

- The developper of Astronomic Games specialise in story heavy and tactic heavy RPG and that was what got attempted here on
an engine that is NOT made to be cooperative for that type of use (Read above also how just cooperative is the engine in short.)
and really shown a lot of hardwork to just get his vision trough.

- For the very little we can use of the voiced charaters in a shooter environement, we got very nicely around them and intrigued
to continue the game. (At the exeption that it took me two floors to realize the AI wasn't talking to me when I heard a guard or
two warn me someone was close!)

- I got trapped in a logic map near the end trying to grenade every wall apart... So in about 3 floors you get to puzzle your way a
bit and same with 3 or 4 tactical traps.

- I would had LOVED to bring back all enrolled bots with my charater because well... :D

Some things to think about if this is first chapter,
When the story ends as not really an end, there are still loose ends around. Was really the AI helping the guy? How\/why did he
made such a mess? If in the end we have the answer of what he might be, why wasn<t he be more honnest with himself? What
really served all that secrecy purpose with the AI? Why monsters? What is that facility all about anyway?

So I know it is hard to dose a shooter as a RPG but when finishing a chapter before introducing new elements especially when it
is unsure folks will return back, please... No loose ends!

It is a very good game in a bundle to spend, waste half a day on it! Sorry Matt, but I would get this in a bundle only and, if
possible in its very own bundle beause so many questions! (This could had been so much fun in a Mass Effet\/FallOut 3 engine!
Just grabbing stuff getting notes menus and options... You know.). all dlc in this game are \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing trash.
Saira reminds me of pc games I used to play when I was a kid and I think that's part of the intended charm of it. Almost like
Gumby meets Another World/Out of This World but with a kind of Samus Aran grace to her movements. Great game with
some serious puzzles that have you jumping from planet to planet as you tie all the pieces together.
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Crashes non stop.

You can't save the game, meaning unless you feel like doing it all in one sitting, do not buy this.

EDIT: Nevin(Developer) is correct. You CAN save this game. I decided to try saving again, and it worked. With that being said,
it is not as bad a game as it had been when saving was taken out of the equation.
I still would not recommend as the game does lack some depth in that you do the same thing on different levels. Buy a certain
degree, promotion for this job, next more expensive degree, another promotion. If you are into grindy clicker type games, I
would say this is worth buying. But it could use some work. The control scheme. This needs to be reworked, it is, as someone
else stated, E and F a lot. It could use some clicking or less repetitive keys. The map is quite small, and besides working, and
gambling, there is not much to do.

This is narrowly a do not recommend for me. Given that it is done by a single developer who I assume has not made many
games before, it is not bad. Especially for a dollar. It just feels shallow enough that I could not recommend it. As I stated earlier,
if you do enjoy clicker games or grinding, this is for you. If not, I simply would not recommend it.. Not really a production app.
Regret buying this.. One of the great modern (although it's 7 years old now) adventure games and genuinely very funny. Just
don't buy it expecting the usual Telltale type of game. I'd love to see more of Hector. I like it. It plays around a bit with the way
question prompts are used in games in interesting ways, especially when you're choosing to tell the truth or lie even when you
the player do not know what your character is going to think is the truth/lie. It's a short, but tense story. The way to get the
"good" ending is counter-intuitive, but it's kind of done that way on purpose to play with your expectations.

It's free, so just play it.. Gods damn you Paradox, you make such great games but you ruin it by constantly releasing these packs
for little images when its quite obvious it should be a free DLC.. Yeah, i bought it for 5€ to give to a friend. Yeah, i'm friend of
the dev, just because he is awesome. Yeah, this game is purely awesome. Yeah, dev listens to the community. Yeah, this game
it's unique: a ninja featuring in a action platformer.

10/10. You can read this review, but, as is the case with all reviews, it is laced with opinion. I have compressed an hour\u2019s
gameplay into this five minute highlight first-impressions video if you want to see what it is like. Or you can read the review
below.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=c8r0pa-iy-c&feature=youtu.be

This game is to Stalker: Shadow of Chernobyl, what Elder Scrolls Online was to Skyrim; an interesting idea with some graphical
scale-back. The general feel of gameplay is affected by the fact that a Single Player FPS (the original Stalker) has been turned
into a Multiplayer TPS. That being said, the environments are atmospheric, look good and are open to exploration. Not so sure
about the animations however, which currently look clunky and are incomplete. The sound also requires work but can
sometimes make you jump.

There does not seem to be any PVP survival element yet although there is a H2O counter among other survival based indicators
on the dash. It is difficult to say anything conclusive regarding the game's mechanics however as all of the text-based instruction
is in Russian.

I'm giving it a thumbs up, not based on its current state but on what it might one day become. It is actually quite playable but at
the same time is clunky and incomplete. However, compare this game to Day Z, which has been in Early Access for years and is
still trying to get its base-zombies to work properly while its staff censor negative comments on its forums, this game is a gem. It
is functional, offers varying encounters, and the devs seem really friendly and eager to receive feedback. I\u2019m personally
very interested to see where sZone will go.. -top tier fast paced gameplay
-good variety in the gameplay
-good difficulty
-god tier soundtrack
-bear teleporter & giga drill breaker
-multiplayer
-addictive

WHAT COULD POSSIBLY GO WRONG?
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